
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE                                       Early Emergent Reading Stage: Guided Reading Levels 1 & 2
Title Sentence stems High-frequency words Key vocabulary Reading strategies

These suggestions are  
indicative only. There are many  
opportunities for addressing a range  
of reading strategies in each book.

Early Emergent Stage: Level 1

People Who Help Me
Word count: 36

I look at the … at  I  look  the dentist  doctor  firefighter  hairdresser  
police officer  teacher  vet

Finding text on the page

In My Neighbourhood
Word count: 29

Look at the … at  I  look  the dentist  doctor  firefighter  hairdresser  
police officer  teacher  vet

Using pictures to solve unknown words

What Can You See?
Word count: 35

I can see a … a  can  I  see  the  you chick  duckling  foal  kitten  lamb  piglet  
puppy

Locating the first and last word on the page

Animal Babies
Word count: 35

Can you see the …? a  can  I  see  the  you chick  duckling  foal  kitten  lamb  piglet  
puppy

Locating known and unknown words

A Day at the Beach
Word count: 35

I can see the … can  I  see  the  you bucket  crab  sandcastle  shell  spade  
umbrella  waves

Identifying parts of the book

What’s at the Beach?
Word count: 35

Can you see the …? can  I  see  the  you bucket  crab  sandcastle  shell  spade  
umbrella  waves

Matching one printed word to each word 
read

My Body
Word count: 28

My … is  here. here  is  my eye  face  foot  hand  knee  leg  nose Matching one printed word to each word 
read

Here I Am!
Word Count: 28

Here is my ...  here  is  my eye  face  foot  hand  knee  leg  nose Using the photographs to identify  
unknown words

What Shape Can You 
See?  
Word count: 35

I can see the … can  I  see  the circle  heart  oval  rectangle  square  star  
triangle

Identifying parts of the book

Shapes Around Us
Word count: 35

Can you see the …? can  see  the  you circle  heart  oval  rectangle  square  star  
triangle

Identifying where to begin and stop  
reading

I Look at the Fruit
Word count: 35

I look at the … at  I  look  the apple  banana  lemon  orange  pineapple  
strawberry  watermelon

Recognising the pattern of the book

Eating Fruit
Word count: 28

Look at the … at  look  the apple  banana  lemon  orange  pineapple  
strawberry  watermelon

Using initial letters to confirm words

Me
Word count: 21

I can … can  I dig  drink  eat  jump  run  sleep  swim Understanding the concepts of print  
(Reading for meaning)

Dogs
Word Count: 28

This dog can … can  this dig  dog  drink  eat  jump  run  sleep  swim Using simple grammatical structures:  
This dog can …

In the Garden 
Word count: 28

Look at the … at  look  the ant  bee  butterfly  caterpillar  ladybird  
spider  worm

Understanding the concept about the  
first/last word on the page

Wow! Look at That
Word count: 35

I look at the … at  I  look  the ant  bee  butterfly  caterpillar  ladybird  
spider  worm

Linking prior knowledge to the text

Pets at Home
Word count: 35

My … is here. in  here  is  my bird  cat  dog  fish  mouse  rabbit  turtle Identifying the parts of a book –  
cover, title page

My Pet
Word count: 28

Here is my … here  is  my bird  cat  dog  fish  mouse  rabbit  turtle Turning pages from left to right
Finding text on a page
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of reading strategies in each book.

My Toys
Word count: 35

My … can go here. can  go  here  my boat  bulldozer  bus  car  plane  train  truck Reading for meaning: “Does it  
make sense?”

Getting Around
Word Count: 42

I can go in this ... can  go  I  in  this boat  bulldozer  bus  car  plane  train  truck Using initial letters to support reading

Hide and Seek
Word count: 27

Here is my … come  here  I  is  my  brother  father  grandma  grandpa  mother  
sister

One-to-one word matching

My Birthday
Word count: 24

My … is here. here  is  my brother  father  grandma  grandpa  mother  
sister

Understanding left to right directionality

Where are the Animals?
Word Count: 35

Can you see this? can  see  this  you elephant  hippopotamus  lion  monkey  
snake  tiger  zebra

Understanding concepts about print

Animals at the Zoo
Word Count: 35

I can see this … can  I  see  this elephant  hippopotamus  lion  monkey  
snake  tiger  zebra

Understanding left to right directionality

Early Emergent  Stage: Level 2
Making Soup
Word count: 49

In went the ...
I like …

a  an  and  at  come  I  in  is  
like  look  the  this  went

broccoli  carrot  corn  onion  potato  
pumpkin  tomato

Reading left to right with a return sweep

The Vegetable Garden
Word count: 61

Come and look at this.
Is this …?

a  an  and  at  come  I  in  is  
like  look  the  this  went

broccoli  carrot  corn  onion  potato  
pumpkin  tomato

Using pictures to solve unknown words

A Day at the Zoo
Word count: 42

Here I am.
I am …

am  here  I  is  my  see angry  dog  excited  happy  sad  scared  
sleepy  surprised

Identifying where to begin and stop 
reading

Look at My Dog
Word count: 49

See my dog.
My dog is …

am  here  I  is  my  see angry  dog  excited  happy  sad  scared  
sleepy  surprised

Using initial letters to confirm words

I Like the Weather
Word count: 42

It is ...
I like it.

and  come  I  is  it  like  look  
the

cloudy  foggy  rainy  snowy  stormy  sunny  
windy

Matching the pictures and text

What’s the Weather 
Today?
Word count: 42

Come and look.
It is …

and  come  I  is  it  like  look  
the

cloudy  foggy  rainy  snowy  stormy  sunny  
windy

Locating known and unknown words

On My Bike
Word Count: 49

I can go here. 
Can you?

can  down  go  here  I  in  on  
up  you

around  over  under Matching the text and the pictures

Can You Go Here?
Word Count: 49

Can you go … here?
I can!

can  down  go  here  I  in  on  
up  you

around  over  under Using pictures to solve  
unknown words

At Grandpa’s House
Word Count: 49

I like to … with my grandpa. I  like  my  to  with build  count  cut  draw  glue  grandpa  
read  write

Reading left to right with  
a return sweep

Cakes For Sale
Word Count: 49

Here is my ... at  I  like  look  me  my  to build  count  cut  draw  glue  read  write Recognising some  
high-frequency words

The Dress-up Box
Word count: 49

Look at me.
Look at my …

at  look  me  my hat  jacket  pants  shoes  skirt  socks  t-shirt Locating known and unknown words

Going Shopping
Word count: 42

Come and look at my … and  at  come  look  my hat  jacket  pants  shoes  skirt  socks  t-shirt Using initial letters to confirm words

Looking at You
Word count: 63

See the …
The … can see the …

can  here  see  the cow  duck  goat  horse  pig  rooster  sheep Understanding the return sweep

Animals on the Farm
Word count: 70

I can see a … 
Can you see a …?

a  can  I  see  you cow  duck  goat  horse  pig  rooster  sheep Matching story and illustrations
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What Did You Do?
Word count: 56

I went on a … at the a  at  I  on  the  went beach  boat  bus  car  farm  horse  park   
pool  school  shop  slide  swing  train  zoo  

Cross-checking for information

Going Places
Word count: 64

I went to the …
I went with my …

I  my  the  to  went  with beach  brother  farm  father  grandma  
grandpa  mother  park  pool  school  shop  
sister  zoo

Predicting the meaning of words by looking 
at the letters

At the Shop
Word count: 49

We got some … at the … at  got  some  the  we bread  cheese  flowers  grapes  pizza   
sausages  shop  water

Using meaning when reading

Things I Like
Word count: 49

We got some …
I like …

I  got  like  some  we bread  cheese  flowers  grapes  pizza  
sausages  water

Understanding the storyline throughout the 
reading of the book

Look at Me Play
Word count: 63

Look at me. 
I like to play on the …  

at  I  like  look  me  on  the  to bars  bridge  play  ropes  slide  swing  tree Self-monitoring

The Playground
Word count: 58

We play on the …
We like to play.

like  on  the  to  we bars  bridge  play  ropes  slide  swing  tree Using pictures to help decode the text

My Family and Me
Word count: 60

My … can … 
I like to … with my …

a  can  I  like  my  to  with brother  catch  cook  dance  father  fish   
grandma  grandpa  kick  mother  paint   
ride  sister  skate

Using strategies for solving problems when 
get into difficulties

Can You Do This?
Word count: 56

Can you … like me? 
I can …

can  I  like  you  me catch  cook  dance  kick  paint  ride  skate Checking by asking – does it make sense?

Come and Look!
Word count: 57

Come and look at this.
It is …

and  at  come  is  it  look  this ant  bee  black  blue  butterfly  caterpillar   
green  ladybird  orange  pink  red  spider   
worm  yellow

Holding the information so far

Fish
Word count: 63

Come and look.
Can you see the … fish?

and  can  come  look  see  
the  you

black  blue  fish  green  orange  pink  red  
yellow

Searching and cross-checking for 
information
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